Abstract-If impact stress reverberation is the primary gradational process on an asteroid at global scales, then the largest undegraded crater records an asteroid's seismological response. The critical crater diameter D crit is defined as the smallest crater whose formation disrupts all previous craters globally up to its size; it is solved for by combining relationships for crater growth and for stress attenuation. The computation for D crit gives a simple explanation for the curious observation that small asteroids have only modest undegraded craters, in comparison to their size, whereas large asteroids have giant undegraded craters. D crit can even exceed the asteroid diameter, in which case all craters are "local" and the asteroid becomes crowded with giant craters. D crit is the most recent crater to have formed on a blank slate; when it is equated to the measured diameter of the largest undegraded crater on known asteroids, peak particle velocities are found to attenuate with the 1.2-1.3 power of distance-less attenuative than strong shocks, and more characteristic of powerful seismic disturbances. This is to be expected, since global degradation can result from seismic (cm s -1 ) particle velocities on small asteroids. Attenuation, as modeled, appears to be higher on asteroids known to be porous, although these are also bodies for which different crater scaling rules might apply.
INTRODUCTION
Asteroids collide with one another, forming craters and disrupting previous topography (Sullivan et al. 2002 and references therein) . The most energetic asteroid collisions are catastrophically disruptive (Farinella et al. 1982; Nesvorne t al. 2006 ), but smaller impacts are more common, producing cratered landscapes (e.g., Chapman 1978) . Inbetween are impacts large enough to globally shake the target, disrupting prior landforms (e.g., Richardson et al. 2004; Thomas and Robinson 2005) and resetting the cratering record (Greenberg et al. 1996) . The focus here is upon the threshold cratering event that resets all prior surface features up to the scale of the resultant crater. This is called the critical crater diameter D crit and is represented by the largest undegraded crater on an asteroid.
The planetary bodies that pertain to this study are those whose topography is dominated by impact cratering and impact-induced shaking. This population is likely to include not only typical asteroids, but also small rocky satellites and perhaps some ice-moons and comets. For these impactdominated bodies a correlation can be made between the observed crater population and the body's geomechanical response to impacts. As an example, a highly porous asteroid might be able sustain one or more very large craters without losing its past cratering record, since stress waves are rapidly attenuated in porous media, whereas an asteroid that transmits stress energy efficiently (high Q) might globally vibrate away its pre-existing topography following a relatively small impact. Formally, if one has data of crater locations, rim radii, degradation states (x, y, z, r, s) , a model for interior mechanical characteristics Q (x, y, z) , and a corresponding model for stress wave propagation in the asteroid, then in principle an inversion can be performed to solve for the interior, since the wave field corresponding to a given crater formation event is recorded in the erasure and degradation of the smaller craters.
A much simpler approach is taken here. If crater formation and degradation are the result of the same impacting population, and if crater scaling is understood, then two pieces of data about an asteroid (its size and the diameter of its largest undegraded crater) can be used to constrain the attenuation of impact energy at global scales. This simple approach to asteroid seismology might allow a basic understanding of the mechanical structure of an asteroid, and its response to energetic events, through the acquisition of moderate-resolution images. A more comprehensive study of the crater statistics might enable detailed mechanical characterization at low cost, through imaging.
These possibilities stem from the curious observation that small asteroids have only small undegraded craters, relative to their diameter, while large asteroids have very large ones. Table 1 lists the diameter of the largest undegraded crater D L for a number of asteroids (and possible asteroid-like bodies), plus the size ratio χ obs = D L /D where D is the asteroid diameter. Figure 1 shows a number of the asteroids imaged to date, including the Martian satellite Phobos, which along with Deimos is probably a captured asteroid. The figure includes the Arecibo radar target 1999 JM8 , one of several radar-imaged asteroids to show an undisputed crater. Thomas (1999) studied the largest craters on small satellites and asteroids, and many of the objects shown above are from his Table I . For this study it is necessary to distinguish asteroids from the possibly comet-like bodies whose global-scale gradation may be unrelated to impact. Vesta and Amalthea are included in the analysis, but are outliers if they succumb to endogenic processes at global scales, such as viscous relaxation. It is also important to consider only the undegraded large craters and not, for instance, such relic features as the hemispheric dichotomy of Deimos, or the flat circular relics on Itokawa.
In the past decade, spacecraft have observed additional asteroids up close, and the Arecibo and Goldstone radio observatories have enabled spectacularly detailed observations of small bodies (e.g., Benner et al. 2002; Ostro et al. 2002 Ostro et al. , 2006 . The trend of asteroid cratering is now rather obvious: the largest asteroids have the largest undegraded craters relative to their diameter. This paper makes sense of that trend in order to learn about interior mechanical properties.
THE LARGEST UNDEGRADED CRATER
The diameter D L of the largest undegraded crater is by definition not ambiguous, and is adopted as the basis for this model. If one debates whether or not it is a crater, then it is not D L . On the ∼22 km diameter Martian satellite Phobos it is Stickney (∼9.4 km). On ∼53 km diameter 253 Mathilde it is Karoo (33 km), although three other craters (Ishikari, Damodar, and Kuznetsk) are also almost 30 km diameter. (Mathilde's interesting case of giant crater saturation is considered further below.) On the ∼330 m diameter asteroid 25143 Itokawa, visited by the Hayabusa mission (Fujiwara et al. 2006 ), a few large craters have been identified, but only on the basis of textural remnants such as circular ponded infill. The largest undegraded crater on Itokawa is at most a few tens of meters in diameter. Miyamoto et al. (2007) report on an impact crater ∼30 m in diameter, adopted here as D L ; thus χ obs = 0.1 for Itokawa, the smallest value on any imaged asteroid. According to gravity scaling (discussed below), this crater is formed by an impactor only ∼4 cm in diameter traveling at 5 km s -1 . This might seem surprising, but turns out to be consistent with the model developed below; nonetheless we need to pay attention to the uncertainties in crater scaling on small asteroids.
A central assumption is that asteroid topographic gradation at global scales is primarily the result of stress waves radiating from large impacts. This ignores other potentially important processes of crater degradation such as ejecta mantling and erosion by small-scale "gardening" impacts, or dust transport by electrical and solar wind effects (see e.g., Robinson et al. 2002 )-process which may in fact dominate at smaller scales, but are not expected to control an asteroid's global topography. While in principle any process in which impacts erase prior impacts can be folded into a model for critical crater diameter, only impact stress reverberation is considered here, in light of the following studies of crater retention which indicate that this is the primary gradational process for large-scale craters.
SEISMIC RESURFACING
The resurfacing of asteroids through impact-induced shaking has been explored using impact hydrodynamics codes (Asphaug and Melosh 1993; Nolan et al. 2001 ) and linked hydrocode-seismic models (Richardson et al. 2004 ). Thomas (1999) , but excludes the largest craters that are highly degraded. Thus, for example, the largest undegraded crater on Deimos is not the ∼10 km feature from Table I in Thomas (1999) , but the next-largest crater, ∼2.5 km in diameter, which retains clear rim topography. Vesta and Amalthea are included for comparison, although their largest craters may prescribe to a different impact physics. Vesta's giant crater is likely a complex structure wider than the original transient cavity, and Amalthea is a target that is either extremely porous or ice-rich. The densities of Deimos, Phobos, Ida, Mathilde, and Vesta are from Thomas (1999) ; Itokawa and Eros densities are as from Abe et al. (2006) and Yeomans et al. (2000) ; Amalthea's density is from Anderson et al. (2005) . Other densities are estimated on the basis of taxonomy and/or geology. The values in this table are used as the basis for Fig. 2 . These and other studies agree that the formation of a sizable crater has the potential to globally erase pre-existing topography on a body tens of kilometers in diameter. Richardson et al. (2004) show that if an asteroid the size of Eros has the seismic properties measured for lunar regolith, then its ∼100 m and smaller scale craters will have disappeared due to reverberations by its most recent large crater, in accordance with the crater statistical data from the NEAR-Shoemaker mission. Thomas and Robinson (2005) find that the retention of pre-existing craters on the irregular-shaped (33 × 13 × 13 km) asteroid 433 Eros increases with radial distance from its most recent large impact structure, Shoemaker Regio (∼7 km in diameter). Regions opposite Shoemaker Regio, across the short axis of the asteroid, are degraded as much as regions equidistant along the crater's flanks. Moreover, the striking correlation of crater degradation with radial distance from the impact suggests that the initial pulse, rather than more complex reverberation, governs crater erasure.
These observations justify the simplifying assumption, that in order to degrade a topographic structure of a certain spatial scale x, the structure must be shaken by impact with a particle velocity v ∼ , where g is the average surface gravity of the asteroid, and where v is the peak particle velocity in the initial pulse radiating from the impact. This simple approach to seismic shaking is now combined with scaling relations between crater diameter and projectile radius (Housen et al. 1983; Holsapple 1993) to address the question of why small asteroids have no large craters, relative to their diameter, while large asteroids have huge ones.
CRATER ERASURE ON ITOKAWA
The smallest asteroid so far visited, ∼330 m in diameter Itokawa, makes a useful initial focus. (Asteroids are assumed spherical in this analysis, when in fact Itokawa and many other asteroids have 2:1 or greater aspect ratios.) Itokawa has the smallest undegraded craters of any asteroid yet imaged (χ obs ∼0.1), yet is highly fragmented, indicating a history of disruptive collisions. Fujiwara et al. (2006) argue that these rubble-forming collisions occurred when Itokawa was part of a much larger parent body.
Most of Itokawa's mass appears to be ∼1 cm to ∼10 m rubble, although below the visible surface the structure is inferred on the basis of its low bulk density (∼1.9 g/cm 3 ) derived from spacecraft navigation (Abe et al. 2006 ). Compared to the mass density of ordinary chondrites (∼3.4 g/cm 3 ), which are the closest meteorite analog (Okada et al. 2006) , this indicates a porosity as high as 40-50%. Rubble attenuates strong stress pulses (Love et al. 1993 ) and thus any impactor capable of resetting Itokawa's crater population must be large enough to cause global shaking despite the attenuation. And so, the absence of a large undegraded crater on Itokawa is a puzzle.
If crater formation and degradation on Itokawa are in approximate equilibrium, then there are two possibilities. If the crater that would have formed by the most recent globalresurfacing event was larger than ∼30 m, then the event must have finished by erasing its own crater, since there is no larger undegraded crater. This requires that impact reverberations persist for longer than the crater formation time. The formation of a crater that is a significant fraction of the target diameter, in the gravity regime (probably appropriate for cohesionless rubble even on a small asteroid; see below), takes place on a time scale proportional to the free-fall time scale ∼1/ , about an hour. If Itokawa has an acoustic velocity of ∼200 m s -1 (typical for lunar regolith; Kovach and Watkins 1972) then its stress wave crossing time is ∼1 s. In order for a crater of diameter D c to be erased by its own impact seismicity, reverberations of particle velocity ∼ must persist for ∼10 3 wave crossings, otherwise the crater finishes forming on a quiet asteroid and is preserved. It is doubtful that rubble pile asteroids can reverberate with such high efficiency, although attenuation in rubble may in fact be low for particle velocities comparable to Itokawa's escape velocity, a few cm s -1 .
An alternative is that Itokawa's ∼30 m crater is a "large" structure whose formation erased all previous craters of that size or smaller. That a 30 m crater can be a global-changing event on Itokawa is consistent with the trends in Table 1 ; at ∼1/10 the asteroid diameter this is not a "small" crater. To have global consequences, it need only trigger global particle velocities of order ∼1 cm s -1 . But this is not a large event compared to traditional cratering studies, and it pushes the limits of what we know about impact cratering and regolith mechanics. How small of an impact can cause global vibrations of the required amplitude? What is the smallest impact that can reset any asteroid's surface?
CRITICAL CRATER DIAMETER
The critical crater diameter D crit represents an equilibrium between crater formation and crater erasure. It is the smallest crater whose formation leads to the erasure of all pre-existing craters of its size, making it the most frequent event to result in the appearance of a solitary large crater on an asteroid. D crit is evaluated by equating the peak particle velocity attained at the farthest reaches of an asteroid during formation of a crater of diameter D c , to the shaking velocity required to shake all craters of size D c or smaller beyond recognition. Craters smaller will form faster than they degrade and thus be common, while craters larger will degrade faster than they form, and thus not be present undegraded. Most commonly then D crit can be equated to the largest undegraded crater D L .
Loose surface material in ballistic flight at an angle of 45° at a velocity will land a distance x away, neglecting asteroid curvature. Surface gravity is g = πGρD for a gx Gρ gD c gx 2 3 ⁄ spherical homogeneous asteroid of diameter D, where ρ the bulk density. To degrade a crater beyond easy recognition, its rim materials must be thrown a distance approximately one crater radius, D c /2. To cause the global degradation of all craters of diameter D c and smaller, the peak particle velocity at all points out to a distance D from the impact must therefore exceed ∼ . Gradational ground motion is modeled as a single pulse whose particle velocity attenuates as a power of the radial distance r from a source. In the far-field elastic limit under radial divergence, particle velocity attenuates as v p ∝ r −1 , conserving energy. Dissipation and dispersion through friction and stress hysteresis lead to an exponent greater than 1. The attenuation of stress waves of seismic amplitude is not commonly described by a power law; it is more usual to apply a frequency-dependent damping factor e −ωr/Q multiplicatively to the geometrical wave spreading function (1/r for radiation from a point source), where ω is the frequency of the seismic disturbance and Q is the quality factor, a rock property which might itself be amplitude-and frequency-dependent (Knopoff and MacDonald 1958) . For the present purpose, we look at power-law attenuation v p ∝ r −α because it introduces one unknown variable (α) instead of two (ω and Q). Recognizing that ω may not be independent, perhaps scaling with ∼c/r i where r i is the impactor radius and c the sound speed, one might in principle solve for Q using a similar approach.
Powerful shocks radiating from explosions in geologic media are observed to attenuate as v p ∝ r −2 (Rodionov et al. 1972; Perret and Bass 1975; Cooper and Sauer 1977) . In the far field the waves become elastic, and thus a combined fit to the near-field and far-field data requires an exponent α ≈ 2 at high energy near the source and a → 1 in the elastic limit. The data compiled by Cooper and Sauer (1977) , if divided into low-particle-velocity data and high-particle-velocity data, can be fit by a segmented power law with an exponent ∼2 at particle velocities greater than ∼10 m s -1 , and ∼1.5 at lower (e.g., seismic) particle velocities, although attenuation data at low velocity is sparse in the explosion literature.
Extrapolating α ≈ 2 to the very low stresses associated with global-scale asteroid cratering and terrain disruption is incongruous with the findings of this paper, presumably because the phenomenology of an explosion, under the high strain rate conditions studied in terrestrial laboratory conditions and field studies, is an imperfect analogy for asteroid cratering. Because escape velocity is only about 1 m s -1 per km of asteroid radius, low-amplitude waves subject to low attenuation can have "earth-shattering" consequences.
Express the peak particle velocity in radial symmetry from a point source by a power law (1) where attenuation α = 1 in the elastic (energy conserving) limit. Antipodal focusing is ignored, as this would make crater erasure more efficient but only locally. The target thus everywhere attains particle velocities or greater, where D is asteroid diameter, and this sets the threshold for global erasure.
CRATER SCALING
Scaling rules may be used to relate the diameter D c of a large crater on an asteroid, to an impactor of radius r i of some density ρ colliding at some velocity v i . In the gravity regime, where strength effects are negligible, it is found from the analysis of rocky targets that an impactor of radius (2) creates a crater of diameter D c (Schmidt and Housen 1987) . This scaling relation assumes normal incidence, and that the target and impactor have the same density ρ. It expresses the transient crater diameter; subsequent expansion of the crater through slumping and viscous modification is ignored, as appears to be appropriate in very low gravity (Vesta being the obvious exception in Table 1 ; Thomas 1999) .
For strength-dominated targets, crater scaling in competent rock is observed to obey a linear relationship between impactor size and target size, (3) where Y is the strength (times a coefficient of order unity). Because the strength of asteroids is rate-and size-dependent (Housen and Holsapple 1999; Asphaug 2004) , and gravity varies widely, it is debated which if either of these scaling rules applies to small asteroids. With g being a millionth that of Earth, small (∼100 m) asteroids might experience cratering in a fundamentally different mechanical environment than we are used to.
On the basis of numerical simulations of the largest craters on asteroids, it has been argued (Asphaug and Melosh 1993; Asphaug et al. 1996; Nolan et al. 2001; Asphaug et al. 2002 ) that gravity scaling should predominate for the largest craters even on competent, rocky asteroids, and certainly for rubble piles. For example, the crater diameters produced in hydrocode simulations by Asphaug and Melosh (1993) for crater Stickney forming in an initially competent, rocky Phobos agree with the gravity scaling prediction of Equation 2, and disagree with Equation 3. Smaller craters forming in unconsolidated regolith are also believed to form in the gravity regime (see e.g., Asphaug et al. 1996 and Nolan et al. 2001) , although here the effects of internal friction in low-gravity environments is likely to become important (e.g., Holsapple 2004) . It may also be that compaction cratering applies (Housen and Holsapple 2003) , with its own scaling physics, which would lead to a revised computation for D crit .
There have been a couple of novel microgravity studies at small scales in cohesionless targets (Colwell et al. 2003; Takagi et al. 2007) , and an in situ cratering experiment was conducted on a small body by the Deep Impact mission to comet Tempel 1 (A' Hearn et al. 2005) . Because of the voluminous dust production, Deep Impact was unable to determine the final crater diameter, although the dust excavation has been modeled ) to derive some fundamental aspects of the event. Our understanding of the Deep Impact cratering event and the mass of the comet it struck remain model dependent.
Accepting the above caveats we proceed using Equations 2 and 3, which can be expressed more generally as (4) where a, b, and c are scaling exponents with a expressing the influence of gravity (g scales linearly with D for constant density) and b and c expressing the mechanical aspects of rock excavation by impact. If we fix the impact velocity v i , target strength Y, and target and impactor density ρ, then (5) where in the gravity regime (6) and in the strength regime (7)
The above apply to scaling for rocky targets. Gravity regime rules for sand targets (as opposed to rocky targets) do not appreciably alter the results presented below, although as shall be seen gravity scaling and strength scaling lead to different results for small asteroids. Lest the discussion get too broad it is appropriate to fix v i = 5 km s -1 , Y = 10 5 dyn/cm 2 (a value typically used for cratering in lunar regolith), and for the general case ρ = 2 g/cm 2 . In this case and , both in cgs units. Asteroid density and strength, impact velocity, and the velocity scaling exponent are contained in k 1 , so that the relations to target size and crater diameter are isolated in Equation 5.
Define the normalized critical crater diameter (8) so that e.g., χ = 0.44 describes 9.4 km diameter Stickney on 22.2 km diameter Phobos. It follows then from either scaling rule that χ goes as D to some positive power, for all reasonable values of stress wave attenuation. This is shown by solving for χ. A crater of diameter D crit degrades all prior craters of that size, and thus must attain a peak particle 
while for gravity regime coefficients
For α > ½ (all physical values), the exponent is positive in the strength regime. In the gravity regime the exponent is positive if α < 1.8-that is, less attenuative than strong shocks in geologic media. The crater scaling and velocity attenuation relations therefore provide a straightforward explanation for the trend in Table 1 , that small asteroids lack large craters. Equation 12 can be solved for α, making it possible to use a measurement of an asteroid's size and of its largest distinct crater to obtain interior structural information-assuming that it is in production/disruption equilibrium at the scale of global cratering, and that the scaling regime for crater production is known:
ARE ASTEROIDS IN EQUILIBRIUM?
The model places two requirements upon the impacting population: that craters of diameter D crit have had time to form, and that large impacts are less common than small ones. Two of the asteroids in the analysis, Itokawa and Mathilde, can be examined in this regard. Mathilde is an ancient asteroid (Davis et al. 1999) surviving in the Main Belt, while Itokawa is a near-Earth asteroid with a dynamical lifetime of perhaps 10 Ma. Does Mathilde have more large craters simply because it has been around for longer? Alternatively, because small asteroids are reset globally much more easily than large ones, is Itokawa's cratering record more mature in this context of critical crater equilibrium? Assume Mathilde's cratering age is ∼2 billion years (Davis et al. 1999) and that its critical crater diameter is somewhat larger than Karoo (as discussed further below). If a 30 m crater represents D crit for Itokawa and if D crit > 33 km for Mathilde, and if the relative frequency of impact cratering (Brown et al. 2005) , and the small-scale flux in the Main Belt is not well constrained, so this comparison from near-Earth to Main Belt small impactor populations must be taken as approximate. But it certainly lends support to the assumption that Itokawa's largest craters are in equilibrium. Figure 2 plots results for the asteroids and other small bodies in Table 1 . Figure 2a plots the modeled attenuation coefficient α as a function of critical crater diameter, in the gravity regime. Impact velocity v i is fixed as 5 km s -1 . Figure  2b plots α for strength regime scaling, with strength fixed at Y = 10 5 dyn/cm 2 . The general trend is that larger asteroids have larger normalized critical crater diameters χ, for a given α. The circles plotted along each asteroid curve represent the largest distinct crater that is observed, from Table 1 . For all asteroids, if this largest observed crater is near the critical crater diameter, then the deduced attenuation exponent α is surprisingly constant, 1.2 to 1.3. This includes many different size scales and asteroid geometries-none of these are truly spheres, and the taxonomic types are diverse. If one were to fix this constant at α = 5/4, one could predict nearly all of the largest crater diameters on these small bodies with reasonable accuracy, although as shall be seen this is not a recommendation to do so.
MODEL RESULTS
The critical crater diameter is the scale at which cratering "goes global" and results in a solitary distinct crater. All smaller craters-however large D crit might be-are local events. Mathilde is thus a particularly interesting case, since it is the largest asteroid imaged at sufficient resolution to show that its topography is clearly exogenic, governed by impacts. Mathilde has several craters rivaling Karoo in size; according to gravity-regime scaling it suffered ∼5 impacts by objects, ranging from ∼0.8 to 1.2 km diameter, without being struck once by an object large enough to disrupt it. This seems odd, and Cheng and Barnouin-Jha (1999) find Mathilde's survival unlikely, and appeal to oblique impacts. But it may be an effect of preservation in the case where D crit is so large that even hemisphere-spanning craters are, by definition, "local." If, for example, Mathilde's attenuation is somewhat higher than usual, say α = 1.4, then based on Fig. 2 none of its craters exceeds the critical crater diameter. This would explain the crowding of giant craters, since none of these would result in global degradation. Indeed if Karoo, at 33 km diameter, represents D crit and resurfaced the asteroid, then the 5 or more other giant impacts must have happened subsequently, which is highly unusual given that they are in fact almost just as large. Thus α = 1.33 from Fig. 2a is likely a lower limit on Mathilde's attenuation.
Amalthea is several times larger than Mathilde, and thus may not be in the impact-dominated gradational regime required for this study. Like Vesta, its topography may degrade at the largest scales by endogenic processes such as viscous relaxation; or like a comet, its large-scale topography may be dominated by outbursts, fissuring, or sublimation. Amalthea has two large craters of about equal size, Pan (88 km) and Gaea (∼80 km). If Amalthea is impact-dominated, and if Pan is close to the critical crater diameter, then its materials are relatively unattenuative according to Fig. 2a , and more like the rocky asteroids for which α = 1.2. In that case its composition might be ice-rich and competent (given its bulk density of 0.86 ± 0.1 g/cm 3 ; Anderson et al. 2005 ) instead of highly porous rock. But it is premature to make this claim other than hypothetically, recognizing that the theory of critical crater diameter must be buttressed by in situ seismological observations of small bodies, and possibly developed further to account for not just the single largest undegraded crater, but the sizes of the two or three largest undegraded craters.
COMPARISON TO EXPLOSIONS AND SEISMIC ATTENUATION
The impact cratering literature grew, in part, out of the study of powerful stress waves emanating from high-energy blast events (see for example Rodionov et al. 1972; Perret and Bass 1975; Cooper and Sauer 1977) ; the ground motion measurements give particle velocities attenuating with distance reported as α = 1.87 ± 0.05 (Perret and Bass 1975) , α = 2 (Cooper and Sauer 1977) , or α ∼ 1.6 to 2.2 (Rodionov et al. 1972) . Hydrocode models of asteroid collisions, using shock physics codes, exhibit stress wave attenuation in good agreement with the above values; Asphaug and Melosh (1993) calculated particle velocity decay over distance and found good agreement with published values for granite, halite, and basalt. Evidently the irreversible shock effects and other irreversible effects associated with deformation beyond the elastic limit are captured reasonably well by impact hydrocodes.
But how reliably can these results and models be extrapolated to the low particle velocity waves that dominate large-scale asteroidal cratering? A particle velocity of only ∼1 m s -1 exceeds the escape velocity of a ∼1 km asteroid, blasting it to smithereens, and this calls us to look at a different data set more appropriate to low-amplitude stress wave attenuation. The literature on earthquakes (e.g., Knopoff and MacDonald 1958) shows attenuation behavior that is overall consistent with the modeling results (e.g., Felzer and Brodsky 2006) ; in terms of seismic field data a power law fit of α ∼ 1.2 is a typical value.
Should attenuation be higher in a microgravity rubble Figure 2a is a plot for gravity regime scaling, and Fig. 2b is for strength regime scaling, for the specific asteroids listed in Table 1 . Both plots assume nominal values for impact velocity (5 km s -1 ) and impactor and target density (2 g/cm 3 ). Figure 2b assumes strength properties typical for crater scaling in lunar regolith (Y = 10 5 dyn/cm 2 ). Note the monotonic trend increasing χ with asteroid diameter, for a given α-the proposed explanation for why larger asteroids have giant craters. Circles on each plot indicate the largest undegraded crater D L observed on each asteroid, from Table 1 ; if D L ∼ D crit this provides a direct estimate for velocity attenuation α in each asteroid. As noted in the text, for gravity scaling (Fig. 2a) , asteroids of low density, or otherwise suspected of being highly porous (e.g., Mathilde, Phobos, Dactyl), appear to have the lowest attenuation coefficients. Deimos has anomalously low attenuation according to the model (α = 1.17), perhaps because it is anomalously young following a global resurfacing event and has not attained critical crater equilibrium. For strength scaling (Fig. 2b) , Y = 10 5 dyn/cm 2 is adopted as a typical strength of regolith-like materials. Interestingly, for most of the larger asteroids strength scaling gives about the same derived α as gravity scaling. Asteroids as small as Itokawa and Dactyl can only sustain their largest craters in the strength regime if they have high levels of attenuation even at seismic particle velocities.
pile? There is at present no accepted theory for the broadening and decay of a coherent wave in a granular material (Somfai et al. 2005) , and hence there is no a priori guess for α, but it is known that distal stress waves in porous media are weak and their rise time is long. Stress waves in rubble with modest granular cohesion could propagate almost elastically once they have attenuated below the threshold of granular cohesion or shear friction. Consider a lunar-like regolith with Y = 10 5 dyn/cm 2 and a sound velocity c ∼ 200 m s -1 . The peak stress in an elastic stress wave is approximately σ = ρcv p . If asteroid Itokawa is made of this material, then it can shake at ∼5 cm s -1 without exceeding its cohesion, enough to toss surface materials a distance ∼30 m, the scale of its largest undegraded crater. A steeper particle velocity attenuation, appropriate to shocks, has been adopted by the literature on asteroid cratering and catastrophic disruption. In the analytical theory for catastrophic disruption developed by Melosh and Ryan (1997) , for instance, the high shock value of α = 2 is adopted in their criterion that antipodal shaking at v esc /2 leads to dispersal of the target asteroid, leading to an estimate for Q * D , the threshold-specific energy per unit mass required for an impact to result in catastrophic disruption. If α is in fact closer to 1.2-1.3, then their model underestimates (through overdamping) the resultant global particle velocities.
The published hydrocode-based models (Benz and Asphaug 1999) predict Q * D several times greater than Melosh and Ryan (1997) . While this and other hydrocodes have been looked at in the purely elastic regime, for which wave propagation is relatively lossless, and in the high-energy regime, where particle velocities decay steeply is agreement with the explosion literature (e.g., Asphaug and Melosh 1993) , the study of asteroid catastrophic disruption, involving particle velocities of order a few cm s -1 to a few m s -1 , warrants a more detailed examination of stress wave behavior.
This aspect of antipodal ground motion is of particular relevance to the concept of diverting a potentially hazardous near-Earth object through the coupling of momentum from an artificial impactor (or equivalent explosion). The momentum coupling parameter β is the key factor in the feasibility of such concepts (Belton et al. 2004 and articles therein) , which is the ratio of the change in asteroid momentum to the contributed impactor momentum. Because material is thrown back at escaping velocity out of the impact cavity, β is typically greater than 1 in a half-space impact. But if attenuation α is low, and escape velocity is low, then an appreciable amount of material can be mobilized to escape from the far side of the asteroid, opposite the intended direction of momentum transfer. This possibility, together with the scientific questions above, can be studied with a relatively simple but carefully monitored asteroid experiment. For example, the detonation of 10 kg of high explosive on the surface of a 500 m diameter asteroid of density 2 g/cm 3 will result in antipodal velocity (neglecting focusing) of ∼2 cm s -1 in the case α = 1.5, enough to toss rocks a distance ∼10 m. If α = 1.2 then the antipodal velocity is ∼20 cm s -1 , almost equaling the asteroid's escape velocity, causing the escape of considerable material off the back side, and net momentum loss. These differences are easily measurable by a monitoring spacecraft.
CONCLUSIONS
Through missions, ground based observations, laboratory studies and models, we are beginning to understand the geophysics of small planetary bodies. Investigations have begun to focus upon the near-Earth asteroids, both for science and for pragmatic reasons-the development of near-Earth space as a resource, and the deflection of potentially hazardous objects (Belton et al. 2004) . Detailed studies of interior mechanical properties will require orbiters, penetrators and landers, yet much can perhaps be learned on the cheap through a study of the crater population. By measuring the largest undegraded crater on an asteroid we can estimate how it attenuates stress energy, and apply this information towards questions of science and engineering.
Assuming that crater scaling is reasonably well understood for low-gravity targets, and that a single power law can adequately characterize stress wave attenuation, we can make the following conclusions: 1) For a given value of attenuation, the normalized critical crater diameter χ = D crit /D increases with asteroid diameter D, providing a simple explanation for why small asteroids have no global craters while large asteroids have huge ones. 2) If gravity scaling applies to global cratering, then stress wave particle velocities attenuate globally with about the 1.2-1.3 power of distance for most asteroids; attenuation appears to be greater (α ∼ 1.3-1.4) for asteroids regarded as highly porous. 3) For Mathilde-sized (∼50 km) asteroids with attenuation α = 1.45 or higher, D crit exceeds the diameter of the target; if impact cratering governs their large-scale topography, such bodies become saturated with hemisphere-spanning craters.
